Thank you to our FACS 100 Centennial Sponsors for your generous and continued support.

CENTENNIAL CHAMPION
Elwood & Goetz • Georgia United Credit Union
Lanier Apparel / Oxford Industries

FRIEND OF THE GALA
Linda and Wayne Fox • Mike Godwin Camille and Paul Kesler • Edie and Lamar Smith The Quadrillion, LLC • Lynda Cowart Talmadge Matrix Residential • Kathy and Danny Palmer

CENTENNIAL HOST
Geoffrey Warren Bell • Meghan and Michael Crook Sandra Whaley Derrick and Sid Derrick • Theresa Lynn Glasheen Cara and Andre Simmons • Jessica Tripp Bonnie Stephens Petersen and Clark E. Petersen

CENTENNIAL ENTHUSIAST
Lindsey Derrick • Heidi Harriman Ewen • Parks McLeod, Jr.
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Black Tie Optional
The College of Family and Consumer Sciences can trace its origins back to February 1918, when a Bachelor of Science degree in the Division of Home Economics within the UGA College of Agriculture was made available to women.

At the FACS 100 Gala: A Centennial Celebration, we will celebrate members of the Honor Hall of Recognition and recognize the FACS 100 Centennial Honorees, individuals who have brought strength, conviction and commitment to the ideals of the profession and through vision and hard work helped to shape our programs.

I hope you can join us for a memorable evening celebrating the rich history and exciting future of the College of Family and Consumer Sciences.

Linda Kirk Fox, Dean